AMAZING!!! I received a call from a lady I had never helped before that was experiencing "dry mouth." She informed me that the cause was a side effect from one of the medications her physician had prescribed. I gave her a list of two herbs and two foods that most anyone will have in their kitchen and asked her to mix them in water, gargle the solution, and when ready to swallow, swallow slowly so the solution could coat as much of the throat as possible as it was going down. Then I instructed to repeat this every four waking hours until better.

Next day, I called to see how she was doing. She reported that after doing this twice the day before, her dry mouth was gone and was still gone today, though she decided to continue the solution.

I coached her that as long as she is taking medication that produces this side effect, she will keep experiencing dry mouth. Also, what would be the wisest course of action, would be for me to help her get to the cause of why her physician is prescribing the medication so the body can heal itself. Then she can talk to her physician about weaning off the medication causing her dry mouth.

Though dry mouth may seem like a minor discomfort, it is a sign of a deeper concern. Think of it this way… When your body is internally dehydrated, how does it let you know? You get a dry mouth. Every biological process requires sufficient and pure water to function. So her dry mouth is informing her that she is internally dehydrated because of this medication and an alternative plan should be put into action before she gets worse.

Until she follows through on the above, i.e., getting to the cause OR her physician no longer prescribes this medication or any drug that causes dehydration, OR she chooses not to take this medication because of its side effects, she can rely on the "Dry Mouth Herbal/Food Remedy" I gave her to help when this side effect occurs.

I also informed her that she only needs to use this remedy when Dry Mouth occurs; once it has helped, she can stop taking it, until she has a recurrence.

To my website readers, I would like to say:

I opened this message with the word “Amazing” because as amazing as her results were, and as much as I love helping end someone’s suffering, what amazed me the most, or what was the most fun for me, was creating an “original” remedy from what she had in her kitchen so she could experience the fastest results. That is right! I have never seen this remedy in any of my academic textbooks, and seriously doubt you could find this remedy in any published book sold to the general public. I even did an internet search and did not find these four ingredients listed among the herbs and foods that helps “dry mouth.”
Now, I could have asked the client to invest in the therapeutic protocol/supplements that I have recommended from years of successful clinical experience and ship them to her, however, she would have been suffering 1-2 days longer waiting for their arrival and though not expensive, still this protocol would have cost her more money. Instead, I chose to help her immediately for only the cost of the consultation, utilizing what was already available to her.

You see understanding the food chemistry or medicinal properties of herbs, foods, etc. as they relate to the human body, I knew how the properties of these four substances would affect the living tissue of the throat individually and thus taken collectively, I surmised, they could create a stronger remedy that would help her dry throat immediately, though I had no previous clinical experience that the combination of these four would help her at the time.

By the way, I was upfront with her about this being an original remedy and informed her that if it did not work, to call me back and I would provide instruction in a therapeutic protocol at no charge for the consultation and ship it out immediately.

I always have fun when I have opportunities to create my own original remedies and so far, each one I have created has worked. And with this latest, I gained additional clinical experience in a new remedy to share with the next person in the same situation.

Call me for a Free Initial Consultation and I will be glad to share the secret of the four ingredients, so you or someone you know can benefit from them.

Be Healthy By Choice!
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DISCLAIMER

Information is provided for nutritional education purposes only and not for the diagnosis or treatment of any medical condition, disorder or disease. Present laws indicate that the author must advise you to seek medical attention for your disease, if you have one. Choosing to do so, or not, is your constitutional right and you are ultimately the only person who is responsible for any decisions, risks or actions you take regarding the care of your mind and body.

This author’s intention is to provide health care education from a nutritional biochemical perspective so you are equipped to make an informed decision regarding your health care. It is also the author’s intention to help you understand the importance of Clinical Nutrition Testing and Therapy, which is foundational to healing the cells and tissue of the organs, glands and body systems within all living beings, both human and animal, a fact that has not been included in Public Health Education because in the United States, for example, Public Health Education is still focused on medicine, not health education. The health of your cells determines the health of your body.
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